Idaho 75: Big Wood River Bridge to Elkhorn Rd.

Bridge Aesthetics

- ITD continues to work with a local subcommittee of the Blaine Co. Regional Transportation Committee (BCRTC) to identify desired aesthetic treatments to the bridge in addition to planned bridge aesthetics construction features for the railing and retaining wall designs. Subcommittee representation includes Blaine Co., City of Ketchum, Ketchum Arts Commission, Blaine Co. Recreation District, City of Sun Valley, City of Hailey and ITD.

- The process and status
  - Confirm the budget for aesthetic treatments; Pending final overall project cost estimates
  - Identify and evaluate possible treatment options and themes; color treatments, aesthetic treatment design options, art images, etc. *Note that these treatment options are in addition to the planned bridge railing design and retaining wall treatments.*
  - Engage art consultant for input and designs
  - Evaluate and refine possible treatments
  - Additional public input opportunities may be held by the Aesthetics Subcommittee and at BCRTC meetings
  - Identify desired treatment options; compare to budget for final recommendation
  - Make recommendation to the BCRTC; then to ITD
  - Determine desired aesthetic treatment
  - Finalize aesthetic treatment, incorporate in project
Idaho 75: Big Wood River Bridge to Elkhorn Rd.

**Bridge Construction Features**

- Bridge Railing Design
  (final color may vary)

- Retaining Wall Treatment (conceptual)

*These features are in addition to other possible aesthetic treatments to the bridge, which are contingent on ITD funding and design recommendations by the Blaine Co. Regional Transportation Committee*